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AbstractThe major financial scandals and the financial system crisis, have been linked directly or indirectly,to the idea of scam, false or absence of ethics in accounting. The aim of this study is to make anincursion into the history of ethics and morality in accounting, as well as highlighting theimportance of these concepts in the economic life of the company. Moreover, given the importanceof ethics and morality in the current environment, it takes an ex-ante analysis followed by an ex-post analysis, to highlight ethical and efficient connection between the multitude of areas on whichacts, as well as to show how these principles have emerged and developed. The failure of complyingthe moral principles and norms of the contemporary world, led to the idea of chaos and lack ofprovision in the economic plan. Therefore, our approach on the connection between business,ethics, morality, professionalism and accountability is appropriate. Among the objectives ofaccounting and morality in business is a serious interdependence. Lack of ethical and moralprinciples in accounting would create preconditions to achieve some "legal fraud", not necessarilyrelated to creativity, but rather to the weakness of an accounting system without rules and ethicalprinciples, reducing the quality of financial information. The research methodology used indeveloping the study takes into account qualitative methods. The relevant literature iscomplemented by a comparative analysis of such critical, inductive and deductive reasoning.
Keywords: Accounting as a profession, ethics and morality in accounting, true and fair view,quality of accounting information.__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
IntroductionEthics concerns values, what is good andwhat is bad, and it is a dimension of humansociety. It is impossible not to get involved inethics, since what all we do – or do not do –can at any time be the subject of an ethicalevaluation. Mankind is in a continuous searchfor the essence of various rules, being thusconnected to the essence of morality. Manyconsider that a moral behavior implies anaware acceptance of specific constraints orrules that limit both reaching our interestsand our search for the collective welfare.
The great ethical traditions, more specifically,Indian, Buddhist, Chinese, Jewish, Islamic,

and Christian ethics, show how variouscultures have attempted to propagate ethicalbehavior from one generation to another, aswell as to understand ethics from atheoretical perspective. All the ideas andprinciples arisen from these cultures havecontributed to the survival and developmentof society.Accounting and certified accountants resortto virtues such as: justice, prudence, probity,and dignity, and the professional deontologyof the public accountant is concentrated inthe mission statement “Science,Independence, Morality”. The correlationbetween ethical principles and the principlesof “the science of accounts” results from the
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fact that any deliberate alteration of the truthis a falsification of reality, an abdication fromthe principles of ethics and morality.
Scope and Objectives of the ResearchIn the present study, we aim to highlight theconnections between ethics and morality in
accounting, with the purpose of providing ananswer to an extremely common question:
How important are ethics and morality in
accounting? In order to give an answer to thisquestion, we will attempt an incursion in thehistory of ethics and morality in accounting,in order to know precisely from where westart and what our current position is. Theresearch methodology used in drawing thisstudy employs qualitative methods. Theinventory of specialized literature iscompleted by a critical comparative analysisas well as by inductive and deductivereasoning.In other words, because of the importance ofethics and morality in the current economicenvironment, an ex-ante analysis is required,followed by an ex-post analysis, in order toeffectively point out the connection betweenethical principles and the multitude of fieldsupon which they act, as well as in order todetail the way in which these principles haveoccurred and have continuously developed.
Incursion in the History of Ethics and
Morality in Accounting and BusinessAccounting is an essential component of theeconomic science, having the role to quantifyand stress the financial position and theperformance of a company, including theirchanges within a determined period of time.The importance of accounting as aprofession, always in accordance with theethical and moral norms imposed by theaccounting deontology, determines the needto associate these notions. From Luca Paciolountil the beginning of the 20th century, theprogress of accounting is the result ofassiduous work performed by theoreticiansand practitioners in the field of accounting.For this reason, the new problems imposed

by accounting require meeting the ethical
and moral principles.Detailing the ethical principles was not a vitalconcern in the Ancient Orient; however,
essential value concepts can be noticed in:sentences, codes of law, stories with heroesand myths, as well as in the commercialdocuments of the time. The oldest textsdating from the beginning of the 2ndmillennium BC mention the fact that thesocieties located on the Tigris and EuphratesRivers were organized on bureaucratic bases.In those times, people had to serve the godsin order for the latter to facilitate theirexistence, an idea expressly mentioned in theBabylonian epical creation Enuma Elish(Speiser E. A., 1958).The king would rule according to a codesupposed to have been revealed to him bythe supreme god, but which was a reflectionof the ethics and social practices of the time.In the Epic of Ghilgamesh, one of the firstmonarchs of ancient Sumer, king of Uruk inthe 3rd millennium BC, he was presented as aman who “investigated, examined, judged,perceived and ruled justly” (Heidel A., 1949).
The ethical principles that gave meaning andpurpose to Ghilgamesh’s life were notmentioned, but merely suggested. He builtthe walls of Uruk that protected the people.He restored the temples of Anu, protectorgod of the city, who brought divine blessingto the people, as well as the temples of Ishtar,goddess of love and fertility, who encouragedamiable relationships and the fecundity ofcrops, birds, cattle, and families (Singer P.,2006). The ethics resulting from this legendis the well known “labor ethics”, thefulfillment of destiny by accomplishing one’sresponsibilities.The most famous Mesopotamian code oflaws, the Code of Hammurabi of Babylon(2003-1961 BC), includes the oldest text of
law referring to justice, morality, and
accounting. In the same spirit, over twomillennia ago, the famous Roman orator andpolitician Cicero (106-43 BC) trenchantlyapproaches the lack of morality of dishonest
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men. From his indictment, there results againthe existence of accounting. Completing thelist of those who prove the existence ofaccounting and ethical and moral principles,Benedetto Cotrugli, the “unlucky author”(Horomnea E., 2010) drew a treatise ofeconomic behavior (“Della mercantura e delmercante perfeto“), which includesnumerous elements of commercial ethics.Destiny wanted for Cotrugli’s work, althoughwritten before that of Luca Paciolo (1494)(Murphy S. L., 2009), to be published postmortem (1573 and 1602). For this reason,the Italian is known in the history ofaccounting under this name.While ancient methods started to shape up inMesopotamia, an ethical accent alsoappeared in Egypt. At the basis of Egyptianethics lay ma’at, a word meaning justice,balance, norm, order, truth, rightful andcorrect action, principles established by thegods and guaranteed by the pharaohs. Theethical norms included in ma’at were taughtin schools by scribes and bookmen. Storiesabout ethics can also be found in the Jewishscriptures referring to Sedeq, which meansjustice or virtue and the path towards thetruth.Advancing on the history line, Kant’s ethicsbecame the most influential paradigm thatattempted to plead for the universal moralprinciples formulated without turning backto preferences or to a theologicalbackground. Another philosopher,sociologist, and economist, Karl Marx, thistime against morality, has an open hostileattitude towards moral speculation andvirtues. Marx describes morality, togetherwith religion and law, as forms of ideology.He condemns not only bourgeois ideas onmorale, as his target is the morality as awhole. At the same time, he regards morale,law, religion, and other forms of socialconscience as fundamentally ideological.Modern moral thinking, in essence, criticizesand meditates, without being limited totraditional moral thinking. It questions thereceived moral ideas, continuously searchingfor new ways of thinking on the life of

individuals. Marx belongs to a radicaltradition of modern thought on morale, anapproach that also includes Hegel, Nietzsche,and Freud. We could see that these thinkersmake us aware of the ways in which morallife inevitably involves us in irrationality. InMarx’s opinion, “the reformist reflection onmoral could prove utopian, as it tries tomodify the structure of our moral beliefs,preserving its bases at the same time”(Singer P., 1993).In the first decades of the 20th century, moreprecisely in 1916, John Dewey, one of themost important exponents of pragmaticphilosophy in America, pointed out, in hiswork “Democracy and Education”, that, “infact, morality is as comprehensive as theactions related to our relationships with theothers”. Morality, he says, refers to the entirecharacter, and character as a whole isidentical to man in all his concretemanifestations and attitudes, and in the endhe states that “the moral and social aspects ofbehavior are, after all, identical” (Singer P.,1993).Most of the 20th century was characterized by
a lack of confidence in morality and ethics, byethical and moral relativism, by postmodernist thinking, which questioned theexistence of any moral standards, principles,and values claiming to be universal or,paraphrasing Albert Camus, of any “moralabsolutes” and even of morality in thetraditional sense of the term.However, starting with the last decade of the20th century, ethics comes back to the front
stage. Debates on ethical subjects take anunprecedented scope. At the same time,ethics research foundations and centersappear, such as the Foundation for Global
Ethics, lead by Hans Kung, or the Center for
Global Ethics, in the United States of America,which proliferate ethical and deontologicalcodes. We can notice that, starting with the1990s, we can speak of a true renaissance ofethics and of the interest for ethical issues.Gilles Lipovetsky stated that “the 20thcentury will be ethical or will not be at all”
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(Lipovetski G., 1996). The deep crises thatmankind faced, religion, global governance,as well as life itself, which applies pressuresthrough the problems it implies, have proventhat ethics must be acknowledged and takeninto account. Carl F. H. Henry stated thatethics became “an incisive and universalrequirement for the survival as species” ofmankind.In the last decades, the application of anethical perspective in specific problems andpractical situations started to develop evenmore. Business ethics takes on a specialposition in the field of “applied” ethics. In thesame way as ethics in medicine, businessethics consists in the application of certainprinciples in specific situations, just likeethics in accounting. Unlike medicine ethics,business ethics operates in human activitieswhose practitioners often do not have aprofessional status and whose reasons areconsidered less noble. We cannot say thesame about accounting ethics, since it ischaracterized by a professional status of theaccountants: public accountants, expertaccountants, even auditors, as well as by thenoble purpose of this profession, which is topresent the financial position andperformance of the analyzed economy orcompany. The history of ethics in businessand accounting originates in ancient andmedieval times, when pragmatic thinkerssuch as Cicero analyzed the issue of thecorrectness in common commercialtransactions. As Samuel Noah Kramer stated,
business exist since Sumerians times, when
commerce and accounting were practiced on a
large scale six thousand years ago (Kramer S.N., 1959).Nowadays, we can see that most researchersagree that the discussions on ethics andmorality are less evident in Europe than inthe United States. This has changed duringthe last two decades, as integrationistphenomena became more present in theEuropean public debates, on the one hand,and on the other, under the pressure of theever more integrated internationalphenomena, and the situations that require

value and moral evaluations are ever moreoften present in the media.
Valences of the Concept and Regulation of
Ethics in AccountingAccording to the Explanatory Dictionary of
the Romanian Language, ethics is the sciencethat deals with the theoretical study of valuesand human behavior from the perspective of
moral principles, as well as the totality ofmoral behavioral norms. Moral refers to anaccepted and practiced behavior in a society,the set of spiritual characteristics. Therefore,ethics is one of the main branches ofphilosophy, which can be called the science of
moral reality, dealing with the research of
moral issues.The concept of ethics was used for the firsttime by Aristotle, as the name of aphilosophical discipline. When we speak ofthe Greek Ethics, the main benchmarks are,besides the one previously mentioned,Socrates and Plato. If Aristotle consideredthat achieving wealth and money withoutlabor was degrading, the renownedRomanian historian, literary critic,documentary maker, playwright,encyclopaedist, university professor andacademician Nicolae Iorga stated that “ourcountry needs, first and foremost, a duty,which is to work. Work is the mostappropriate disinfectant of all moraldeficiencies”.Based on a coherent set of principles, norms,and conventions, accounting provides,through the “true and fair view”, aperformance and legitimacy criterion.Without a doubt, accounting based on real,sincere, complete, and neutral informationexpresses, to a good extent, the degree of
morality of the actors involved in theeconomic activity: investors, the state, theemployees, the unions, the manager, thepotential investors, etc. (Horomnea E., 2011).The connection between morality and
accounting (Nöel C., Pesqueux Y., 2007) isalso presented by Adam Smith, although his
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opinion seems, at first, less absolute. Thetheory of moral sentiments has been eclipsedby Kant’s contemporary work “Groundwork
of the Metaphysics of Morals”. Aware of thelack of consistency of the theory of moralsentiments, Smith was drawn, 20 years later,to publish The Wealth of Nations. Smith’sproject was extended, since his ambition wasto become a “Newton of the moral world”. Tothis purpose, he started to work on the moralnorms and principles, and in connection tothis, he aimed to unite morality and theconstitution of society and its economicorganization. In this project, Smith includesand develops the idea formulated byHutcheson on the connection betweenmorality and economy. According to Smith,there is no economic man, on the one hand,and a moral man on the other hand, each ofthem acting according to his own specificmotivations and ends, including antagonisticones. There is, however, a deep unitybetween these two levels, which should leadto a unity of the moral and economicanalyses. Smith’s work invites us to see deepinto the psychological analysis of the humannature, which is considered as a requirementfor understanding the business world,morality, and economy.In the same manner, books on theepistemology of economy make references toethics: […] The economic science cannotreach strong value judgments withoutconsistently resorting to the field of law,history, philosophy, mathematics, statistics,psychology, and ethics (Pohoaţă I., 2011).The German economist Sombart stressed therole of accounting in the general economicdevelopment, in his renowned work Der
Moderne Kapitalismus. Accounting, accordingto Sombart, is the science that contributedfor the first time to the assertion of thescientific organization and leadership spirit,which was for a long time an isolated islandin an ocean of empiricism. “The double play”allowed capitalism to perfect its companyleadership norms, since the use of accountinghelps meeting the two essential conditionson which the quality of the management of

the shareholders’ equity depends: order and
clarity. It is known that precisely “order andclarity increase the company’s penchant forsaving and earning”. We believe that orderreflects meeting all the moral principles, and
clarity is the necessary and absolutelyindispensable condition that the accountinginformation provided by the accountingprofessional must comply with.Through its nature, accounting is tightlyconnected with ethics, morality, and religion(Horomnea E., 2001). At the same time, theconcepts of morality and ethics are related,associated, complementary, andindispensable to contemporary world,considering the interdependencies betweenthe markets, the huge quantity of accountinginformation found on these markets, as wellas the fraudulent maneuvers to whichfinancial-accounting information is subject. Ifit does not meet the moral principles andnorms, contemporary world is subject tochaos.Therefore, in the current economic context,the role of the professional accountant hascrossed the limits of a simple job andrepresents a guarantee of the correctness ofthe information made public by the economicentities. Overcoming the desire of eachindividual to be professionally noticed, theprofessional accountant must meet theinformation requirements of the harmonizedaccounting market, oriented towards thestakeholders. In other words, human natureperiodically exhibits an irrational behaviordetermined by the need to stand outprofessionally and for instant wealth (or “theirrational exuberance”, as Alan Greenspancalled it). Such circumstances lead to thecreation of a speculative sphere, irrespectiveof whether we speak here of fraudulentmaneuvers that made the big world actors inthe field of audit, named, at first, the Big
Eight, to then become the Big Six and finallythe Big Four, or to simply non-complying with
the ethical and moral principles in theprofessional accountant or auditor’sperforming their attributions.
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Since accountants manifest as actors on amarket where they are confronted with thedemand and offer of accounting information,they must know how to sell theirmerchandise. To this purpose, they mustprovide an image of the position as well as ofthe performance of the analyzed company,and at the same time meet the ethical code tothe end of the accounting activity. Nowadays,a good professional knows what theRomanian accounting reform means, learnsto understand and to apply the InternationalFinancial Reporting Standards as well as theInternational Audit Standards, is aware of theimportance and scope of applyingprofessional reasoning, councils thecompany’s management in grounding theaccounting policies, complies with the
professional ethics code, and is aware of thelimitations of his judgments. He must acquirecertain knowledge and correctly useprofessional reasoning. Finally, competencealways comes first.The French thinker Michel Barbá reminds usof a great truth: “on the way to progress andcivilization, human society cannot detour theidea of order, discipline, and prediction at aneconomic level”. Therefore, the connectionthat our study makes between business,ethics, morality, professionalism, andaccounting is not at all forced, nor obsolete.Between the objectives of accounting andbusiness morality there are seriousinterdependencies.
The true and fair view, through its very name,makes us think of the idea of truth andhonesty, being tightly connected to theperformance criterion of accounting, basedon ethical and moral concepts: truth,sincerity, regularity, reality, neutrality,continuity, permanence, etc.Interdisciplinarity is obvious and evenabsolutely necessary at the level of theaccounting body, a fact proven by theattempts to harmonize, normalize, and makethe accounting practices and principlesconverge at a world level.

The Importance of Ethics in Obtaining the
Quality of Accounting InformationIn the opinion of Robert H. Montgomery, oneof the founders of the Lybrand, Ross Bros. &Montgomery accounting firm, known todayas Pricewaterhouse Coopers, “accountants
and accounting exist in order to provide public
services; the difference between accounting as
a simple job and accounting as a social asset is
given by the fact that the latter is responsible
for meeting standards beneficial for the public
interest, beyond the compensation paid by the
customers”.In this context, accounting is concerned withdrawing professional ethics and behaviorstandards. General and specialized culture,achieved through a process of permanenttraining and education, essentially modifiesthe accounting profession. Performance inthe financial accounting activity is anecessary and indispensable condition for
complying with the moral and ethical
principles.It is therefore possible to develop aconsensual reflection on accounting andmanagement, starting from philosophy.Kerven (Kerven G. -Y., 1993), in his attemptto underline the importance of theorganization and management systems,made the distinction between strategicethics, understanding the axiology incomparison with Rawls, in connection to asystem of values and in the conditions ofexamining these values, together with theprofessional deontology that means the set ofrules applicable by all the professionals inthe field. Since accounting insures thefunction of justification in economy, forindividuals and for organizations, we oftentend to forget that accounting rules lie at thebasis of the crystallization of the values onwhich society is grounded.The Anglo-Saxon world tried to issue,through accounting normalizationinstitutions, such rules of professional ethics.
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These standards include the followingcharacteristics: competence, confidentiality,integrity, and objectivity. There is, however,as Jean Cohen-Scali said, an “ontologicalimpossibility to be objective. Sinceaccounting is a language, a means ofcommunication, it has the role to model theevents in order to give them a correctmeaning and to communicate this meaning.The excessive strictness that many want togive to the normalization process will lead tomoving further away from the objective oftrue and fair view. Therefore, ethics becomesthe only true factor of the quality of financialinformation.The increase in flexibility in the applicationof accounting norms in the Anglo-Saxonworld determined the appearance of the“business ethics” current. Anglo-Saxons werealso the ones who launched the concept of“true and fair view” as a solution to theconflict between “account assistants” andexternal users. Controversies did not takelong to occur, since accounting reality is a“built reality”, as the person who draws thefinancial statements makes a subjective markon this construct. On the other hand, theexternal user has their own individuality,interpreting the “reality” built by theaccountant according to their ownperception and available knowledge.In this extremely subjective context, ethics isnecessary in order to stop the deeply humantendency to create a more attractive personalimage. However, generally speaking, truthcannot be known, both because of thesubjectivity of the actors on the accountingstage, and because in the accountingstructure not all the factors of the economicenvironment where the company evolves canbe taken into consideration. Accountingreality is limited to a “recordable reality”.In the United States of America, there aremany bodies that regulate the ethicalprinciples in accounting, of which wemention: the Institute of Internal Auditors,the National Society of Accountants, and theInstitute of Public Accountants. In 1887, The

Association of Public Accountants (AAPA) wasformed in America, representing the firststep towards the development of ethical,moral, and professional principles in theaccounting industry in the United States ofAmerica (Darwin C. J., 1964).In an article published in 2007, the
Managerial Auditing Journal determined atop of nine factors that contributed to theethical failures of the accountants, based on asurvey made on 66 members of theInternational Federation of Accountants.These factors include: personal interest,failure caused by the impossibility topreserve independence and objectivity,inappropriate professional judgment, non-application of ethical principles, inability tostand up to threats, lack of competence, lackof organizational support, as well as lack ofsupport from the professional association.The main factor remains personal interest,relevant through the accountant’s actingaccording to their own interest, whichimplicitly leads to the occurrence anddevelopment of the conflict of interests. Forexample, if an auditor notices, whileperforming the audit mission, an errorconcerning an account, the auditor can act bynot complying with the ethical and moralprinciples, if he receives material stimuli(Beverley J., et. al., 2007). This is just anexample in breaking moral and ethicalprinciples in accounting, which,unfortunately, is not last, but can be the least.The degree of compliance with accountinglaws differs from one country to another. InGermany, the accounting legislation isregulated by the “tax law”, while in Swedenthere is the “accounting law”, and in GreatBritain, the “company law”. Therefore,countries have their own bodies that regulatetheir laws (Gowthorpe C., Blake J., 1998).The main representative of liberal accountingin Romania is the Body of Expert and Public
Accountants of Romania. With over 90 yearsof activity, it got involved not only in thepractical regulation of the financial-accounting activity, but also in constantly
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promoting the ethical side of accounting.Moreover, as member of the InternationalFederation of Accountants (IFAC), itpermanently contributes to fulfilling thedevelopment and promotion objectives ofaccounting, coordinated at the world levelwith harmonized standards. A need of thepast as well as of the present, created withthe purpose to improve the level ofuniformity of professional ethics and toestablish behavioral norms for all the publicaccountants of Romania, the National ethical
code of professional accountants, with acompulsory application since January 01,2007, formulates the fundamental principlesthat must be applied and met by all theprofessionals, especially by the members ofthe Body, in order to achieve the commonobjectives, in accordance with the
International Code of Ethics issued by the
IFAC international accounting body.Moreover, the New National Code of Ethics
for Professional Accountants approved by thedecision of the High Council of the Body of
Expert and Public Accountants of Romania no.11/216 of March 31, 2011, based on theDecision of the National Conference of publicand authorized public accountants no. 10/65of September 2, 2010, is compulsory for allCCECAR members in accomplishing theirprofessional services in Romania, startingwith January 1, 2011.The objectives of accounting, established bythe Code of Ethics of ProfessionalAccountants, follow the highest standards ofprofessionalism and performance and meetthe demands of public interest. In order toachieve these objectives, professionalaccountants must comply with thefundamental principles based on:independence, integrity, objectivity,professional competence and goodwill,confidentiality, professional behavior,compliance with the technical andprofessional norms (The National Code ofEthics for Professional Accountants, 2011).The professional bodies in various countries(including the Chamber of Financial Auditors

in Romania) require their members toparticipate in ethical courses. Apparently,this proliferation of compulsory training inthis field implies a lack of ethics ofprofessional accountants. If such trainingwere not necessary, it would not berequested. On the other hand, of all the otherjobs, it seems that accounting is almost theonly one that requires its members to followethical and professional deontology courses(Cheffers M., Pakaluk M., 2007).The need and importance of professional andpersonal ethics and behavior norms residesboth in the important role of the freeaccounting professionals towards the stateand society, and in the essential need forquality services, based on knowledge,competence, and conscience, independencein spirit and lack of material interest,morality, probity, dignity, and professionalbehavior.The professional behavior of accountingexperts and public accountants means thatthey must perform their activity incompliance with the relevant laws andnorms, avoiding any action that maydiscredit this profession.Building a conceptual accounting frame isrelated to the ethical grounds of accounting.Ethics in accounting is the search for a trueand fair view, although it does not exist in anabsolute sense. Ethics is placed at the borderbetween reality and truth. Accountinginterprets reality according to what issupposed to be the truth. For this reason, theinexistence of ethical and moral principles inaccounting and audit would create thepremises for “legal fraud”, which is notnecessarily related to creativity, but to theweakness of an accounting system lackingethical norms and principles, thusdiminishing the quality of the financialinformation.That is the reason why the users of financial-accounting information and implicitly ofaccounting services trust their qualitybecause practice has proven in time that the
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provision of these services is made accordingto a moral frame, based on threefundamental desiderata: Ethics, Quality ofservice and Continuous professionaldevelopment. We know and acknowledge thefact that there are also exceptions, but theseare isolated events. The main objective ofprofessional bodies is to eliminate suchcases, and for this reason they createdeontological norms, encourage continuousdevelopment, and supervise the members ofthe accounting profession.
Conclusions and RecommendationsIf we were to refer to the importance ofethics in accounting, without getting tooexhaustive in our approach, then we couldstate that the purpose of their occurrencewas to direct economic life. As a result, theMachiavellian statement that “the purposejustifies the means” does not belong to theworld of transactions, in moral economiccompetition. We subscribe to the opinionthat the truth that accounting attempts tobuild as a true and fair view is one of thevirtues that ethics, morality, and religioncultivate as a priority (Horomnea E., 2010).In a specific manner, accounting notices,notes, quantifies, processes, andcommunicates specialized information to awell determined market: internal andexternal users.In the discussions on ethics in the economicfield, there is a tendency to mistake ethics forthe moral aspect of business. Although, indictionaries, these terms are synonyms, thereare, however, some differences. In asimplified perspective, ethics is what isallowed by law. Morality implies the notionof “good” and “bad”, it resorts to conscience,which is often more exigent. An argumentthat supports the application of ethics andmorality in the field of accounting is theaccounting working as language. Accountingis a language that allows transmittinginformation. As any language, it can be usedto transfer true or false data. Ethics is a fieldof philosophic reflection. We cannot speak ofethics in accounting without referring to the

notions of “truth”, “good”, and “justice” aseconomic values, accounting being therepresentation of the economic environment,without which the market of financialinformation would be “poor”, and thestakeholders would be thus deprived ofessential information, true masterpieces ofthe economic reality.We state that the compliance with ethical andbehavioral norms is, first of all, a moralobligation for each practitioner of aprofession. This obligation becomes morepresent and must trigger more responsibilityon the practitioners that perform in a fieldthat may influence the general state ofeconomy, as is the case of accountingprofessionals.Under these circumstances, the followingquestion arises: Who is responsible for
implementing the ethical and moral principles
in performing any activity in the name of the
company? The answer to this question is ascontroversial as it is obvious. From our pointof view, the entire staff of the company mustbe responsible for the correct application ofethical norms, by each individual and by thecollective. The three Rs, much discussed inspecialized papers, respect, responsibility, and
result, are remarkable in supportingbusinessmen in defining the ethical directionto follow. The first R in business ethics,
respect, must be an attitude applied topeople, organizational resources, and to theenvironment. Respect includes behavioralpatterns such as: treating all clients andemployees with dignity and cordiality.
Responsibility includes the responsibilitytowards the clients, the colleagues, thecompany, personal and social responsibility.The third R – result – means understandingthe way in which results are obtained, takinginto account the fact that they are asimportant, if not more important, than resultitself.Therefore, the use of a previously mentionedphrase, “the purpose justifies the results”, isan excuse much too often used to explain anemotional response or an action that was not
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performed in the conditions of meeting theethical and moral principles.The nature of the activities performed by theaccountants underlines the need to attain ahigh level of ethics in accounting andbusiness. Since the stakeholders ground theirdecisions on accounting information, andauditors certify this information, it isabsolutely necessary to involve moral andethical principles in accomplishing theauditors’ mission. Knowing and applyingethical norms helps accountants and auditorsovercome the possible ethical dilemmasoccurred during the performance of theirprofessional activity, although applying themdoes not bring any immediate materialadvantage, since the accounting informationprovided in the conditions of applying ethicalprinciples is very useful ( Duska F. R., DuskaB. S., 2003).In order to prevent new financial scandals,we believe that accounting professionals,especially auditors and financial consultants,have the moral duty not only to adopt anethical behavior, but also to insure that thosethey advise are aware of their own ethicalresponsibilities, as well as of theconsequences of the decisions made. Fromhere truly results the social involvement andresponsibility of the accounting profession.This is precisely the reason why especiallywe, the accountants, and implicitly theeconomists, must not forget the importanceof ethical and moral principles, both ineveryday life, and mainly in performing ourprofessional activities. Any strain from these
principles and rules and considering them,
first of all, as written rules unworthy of being
taken into account and not principles that
guide our whole life, only manages to amplify
the so-called “legal fraud”, which sooner or
later will lead to the amplification of the
economic problems at a world level.
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